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QUESTION: 126 
Which two configurable settings are related to the database in TIBCO CIM Configurator? 
(Choose two.) 

A. Database Port ID 
B. Database Utility Type 
C. Database Server Name 
D. Dynamic Table Space Location 

Answer: B, D 

QUESTION: 127 
What does the GoldenCopy table store in the database? 

A. the latest version 
B. the latest Active version 
C. the latest Confirmed version 
D. the latest Active Confirmed version 

Answer: D 

QUESTION: 128 
When creating a workflow, the first task is to branch the workflow execution according to 
document type. Which activity would be the first activity to start, so that transitions can be used 
to direct that branch? 
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A. NoOperation 
B. InitiateSubflow  
C. InitiateWorkflow  
D. SpawnWorkflow 
 
 
Answer: A 
 
 
QUESTION: 129 
Identify three valid default workflow event states. (Choose three.) 
 
 
A. SPLIT  
B. MERGE 
C. IMPORT  
D. CANCEL  
E. REVOKE 
F. ESCALATE  
G. DELEGATE 
H. APPLYRULEBASE 
 
 
Answer: A, F, G 
 
 
QUESTION: 130 
Which three activities are supported for WorkItem web services? (Choose three.) 
 
 
A. A user can modify/close theworkitem. 
B. A user can query for the parameters for theworkitem. 
C. Aworksupervisor can query all workitems across all users. 
D. Aworksupervisor can re-assign the workitem of a user to another user. 
 
 
Answer: A, B, C 
 
 
QUESTION: 131 
TIBCO CIM provides an out-of-box functionality to connect and sync two or more CIM 
instances. The CIM to CIM Synchronization feature allows two instances from different entities 
to communicate with each other directly, without involving a third-party datapool. Which two 
system configurations allow this peer-to-peer synchronization? (Choose two.) 
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A. the same enterprise with different DUNS credentials within two different CIM instances 
B. two or more different CIM instances with unique GLN credentials within the same 
corporation  
C. two or more different CIM instances with the same GLN credentials located at different 
corporations 
D. two or more enterprises on a single CIM instance with different GLN credentials within the 
same corporation 
 
 
Answer: B, D 
 
 
QUESTION: 132 
In the context of the business process, which two statements are true? (Choose two.) 
 
 
A. Rule Domain is also called the rule model. 
B. Multiple conditions cannot be evaluated in a single rule. 
C. <restrictto> is a keyword to increase the number of templates. 
D. By default, the business domain contains one template that can contain multiple rules. 
 
 
Answer: C, D 
 
 
QUESTION: 133 
With the out-of-box configuration, to which rulebase file do you add a constraint when it is only 
executed when a new record is added to the repository? 
 
 
A. newrecord.xml in MQ_COMMON_DIR/rulebase 
B. catalogvalidation.xml in MQ_COMMON_DIR/rulebase 
C. newrecord.xml in MQ_COMMON_DIR/<org-name>/catalog/<catalog-id>/ 
D. catalogvalidation.xml in MQ_COMMON_DIR/<org-name>/catalog/<catalog-id> 
 
 
Answer: C 
 
 
QUESTION: 134 
Which two activities support parallel ASYNC processing? (Choose two.) 
 
 
A. CreateOutputFile 
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B. EvaluateRuleBase 
C. UpdateRecordState 
D. SendProtocolMessage 
E. HandleProtocolMessaging 
 
 
Answer: A, E 
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